I
BELOW THE LINE
I have said that I always feel gay when I get into Delaware,
and I have always got into the South through Delaware—
except once when I went through Gettysburg into Virginia.
I did not then feel gay at all. Not even the twin Paracletes
could do that for me. Because after being impressed by them
you go through the battlefield—which for me is the fatal
spot of the modern world and you visit the diorama., or
whatever it is called—which is pretty grim—and pass the
doorstep on which sat on that day the only woman who
was tilled at Gettysburg. Which is perhaps more grim,
though I do not know just why it should be so. The death of
one woman more or less does not seem to matter when a
world is falling in ruins. Because the fate of humanity was
settled by the repulse of Pickett's charge. Over that field
Destiny cried with a loud voice: All aboard for the Industrial
System, and Heaven only knows when we shall disembark!
§
But I suppose that to be the one woman killed when a world
falls in ruins is to be marked out as a type. There were
plenty of women killed and worse by Sherman's licensed
plunderers and one does not much bother about them.
They were murdered like anybody else. The other was
killed by just a stray shot—in the middle of her domestic
operations. So her death makes her a Type—sticking out
in the pages of history.
I see her sitting by her stove, a long way from the battle,
and not very interested. ... I know, of course, that she
was not actually stiting by the stove when the rifle bullet
entered and made that obscure shack become for ever
a locus dassicus. She was, I suppose, killed on the stoop
that one sees as one slows down a little in passing to get a
look at that pathetic ordinariness. But my mind sees her like
that because of another woman—in Pont de Nieppe in 1916.

